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Abstract 

To this date, extensive research has been conducted to understand the low-temperature auto-ignition chemistry of gasoline. The 

detection of low-temperature chemical reactions under Spark Ignition (SI) combustion cannot be detected, as they are hidden by 

the flame propagation. Alternatively, Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) combustion has a two-stage combustion 

involving low (LTHR) and high-temperature heat release. Both Knocking SI and HCCI combustion involve auto-ignition and are 

governed by fuel characteristics and the pressure-temperature (P-T) history. Therefore, HCCI combustion might provide an 

alternative to understand the knocking behavior and LTHR in modern SI engines. A standard Cooperative Fuel Research (CFR) 

engine was operated at lean HCCI conditions (lambda 3), as well as SI conditions at stoichiometry. For SI combustion, the CFR 

engine was operated with RON-like conditions, but at late spark timing to induce LTHR prior to flame propagation. Three RON 

90 binary fuel blends were investigated, being composed of n-heptane with isooctane, toluene, or ethanol. This work demonstrated 

that the CFR engine under SI with late spark timing and HCCI combustion mode can help to detect LTHR which is not possible in 

the standard RON test. The intake pressure and temperature sweeps showed similar effects on LTHR for both combustion modes. 

The linking of auto-ignition behavior of SI and HCCI was dependent primarily on intake valve closing (IVC) conditions. The high 

exhaust temperature in SI lead to high IVC temperatures. In order to match the IVC temperatures and to overlap the P-T trajectories, 

the intake temperature for HCCI was increased.       

 

 Introduction  

Knock in Spark Ignition (SI) engines remains to be the one of the main barriers in achieving higher efficiency. It is an abnormal 

combustion phenomena that occurs due to end-gas auto-ignition ahead of the propagating flame. Auto-ignition depends on the 

pressure-temperature history in the end-gas region and also on the auto-ignition propensity of the fuel, which is related to its 

composition [1]. A significant amount of research has been carried out in the last century to understand knock. Fundamental 

experiments involving measurements of ignition delay in shock tubes, rapid compression machines and chemical kinetic modelling 

techniques have provided significant understanding of auto-ignition [1]. The key in understanding auto-ignition behavior lies in 

the oxidation reactions of fuels. Many of the fuels, especially with n-paraffin content, exhibit reactions before the main high 

temperature heat release (HTHR) [2]. These early reactions are called low temperature heat release (LTHR) [2] and typically occurs 

at temperatures from 600 to 800 K [3]. The hydrocarbon auto-ignition chemistry can be classified into three different temperature 

regimes: the low-temperature regime, intermediate-temperature and high-temperature regime [4]. In a study by Boot et al [5] 

regarding the auto-ignition of paraffin, the temperature regimes were defined such that: the low-temperature regime was less than 

850 K, the intermediate temperature regime was between 850 and 1200 K, and the high-temperature regime was greater than 

1200K. The auto-ignition process is not only driven by the chemical processes and thermokinetic interactions but highly depends 

on the low temperature chemistry, which is quite complex and is dominated by the reversible formation of peroxy radicals [6]. The 

intermediate temperature regime is termed as Negative Temperature coefficient (NTC) region [5]. In addition to the NTC region, 

intermediate temperature heat release rate (ITHR) is also defined before the main combustion event and the typical temperature 

range for ITHR is from 850 to 1000 K [7, 8]. The ranges of the three temperature regimes can vary depending on the fuel type and 

the operating conditions. One of the early studies to understand the knocking behavior of fuels was conducted by Leppard [9]who 

demonstrated auto-ignition chemistries for paraffinic, olefinic and aromatic fuels, along with the effects of engine operating 

conditions, such as intake pressure, temperature and speed on these hydrocarbon components of commercial gasoline. It was found 

that the auto-ignition chemistry of paraffinic fuels are dominated by the Negative Temperature coefficient (NTC) region, where as 

for aromatic and olefins, NTC behavior was negligible [9]. A detailed study by Curran et al. on the oxidation of n-heptane and iso-

octane was conducted at a range of different pressures, temperatures and equivalence ratios [10, 11]. The Key chemical reactions 

responsible for fuel oxidation at low and high temperatures were identified and such information was vital in understanding auto-
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ignition, and hence knock [10, 11]. The initiatives behind choosing n-heptane and iso-octane was due to the fact that both these 

fuels are used for the octane rating of commercial gasoline [11, 12]. In addition, the chemical structure of iso-octane was a branched 

chained hydrocarbon and such type of structure is classified as one of the major chemical classes of gasoline and could play an 

important role in understanding the fundamental gasoline oxidation [12]. The study on the oxidation reactions of the fuels were not 

only limited to chemically kinetic modelling, but also the Cooperative fuel Research (CFR) engine was used to understand the 

auto-ignition behavior of the fuels [13, 14]. Sahetchian et al conducted experiments in the motored CFR engine to understand the 

oxidation of n-heptane and n-butane [13]. The engine was operated at 600 rpm with the spark plug replaced by a fixed microprobe 

and the compression ratio was varied from 4 to 16 for auto-ignition purposes [13]. The trapped products in the probe were analyzed 

using thin layer chromatography [13]. By using the same experimental CFR technique, the n-heptane oxidation was further 

extended to understand the nature of ‘hydro-peroxide complex’ formed during the oxidation of n-heptane [14].       

The anti-knock quality of a fuel is rated by research octane number (RON) and motor octane number (MON) using the standard 

Cooperative Fuel Research (CFR) engine according to ASTM methods [15, 16]. However, it has been shown in the literature that 

there are inconsistencies between the knock measured in the CFR engine and modern SI engines [17-20]. Szybist et al. conducted 

a study to understand the knock propensity of the fuels by using both experimental and numerical techniques under modern SI 

conditions [21]. Fuels with constant RON and varying sensitivity (S = RON-MON) were selected [21]. Combustion analysis 

provided good insight into the behavior of LTHR and NTC behavior with varying intake temperature and with octane sensitivity 

[21]. Pre-spark heat release or low temperature heat release (LTHR ) was also detected for iso-octane and gasoline from the 

experiments [21]. Another study on SI combustion also confirmed the presence of low-temperature heat release where combustion 

technologies were used to achieve high compression ratios which can lead to high thermal efficiency for SI engine [22]. A 96 RON 

gasoline was tested experimentally with varying compression ratios from 11.2 to 15 to investigate the drop in the level of torque 

and the improvement in the fuel consumption [22].  

Alternatively, another combustion mode which has many attractive qualities among the engine community is Homogeneous Charge 

Compression Ignition (HCCI) due to ultra-low NOx and PM emissions [23, 24]. It has also been found that by studying HCCI 

combustion, auto-ignition can be understood for the range of pressure-temperature conditions which are not possible in SI engine 

due to knock [25]. The HCCI combustion is commonly defined to occur in two stages: low temperature heat release (LTHR) and 

high temperature heat release (HTHR) [26, 27]. It has been found that LTHR plays an important role in HCCI combustion [26, 27]. 

A small change in the fuel chemical composition or cylinder conditions can lead to changes in the amount of LTHR and its phasing, 

which can ultimately affect the HTHR [26].The chemical reactions in the LTHR domain increase the charge temperature inside the 

cylinder resulting in faster HTHR combustion [26]. In another study a correlation between LTHR with the fuel composition and 

HCCI combustion was investigated and, by using twelve different fuels, it was found that the chemical structure of hydrocarbons 

was linked with the LTHR, with n-paraffins resulting in maximum LTHR and the presence of aromatics and olefins reducing the 

LTHR [27]. It was also found that the HTHR CA50 was a parameter for the indication of combustion knock and was a function of 

LTHR CA50 and its heating value [27]. In the HCCI study by Sjoberg et al, it was highlighted that in the presence of LTHR, stable 

combustion and higher load limits can be achieved which can expand the operating domain of HCCI [28]. It was also shown that 

the LTHR was quite sensitive to the engine speed [28].  He used a range of fuels with mixtures of iso-octane, n-heptane and toluene 

and experimentally investigated the effect of engine speed on LTHR [28]. With increasing speed, it was found that LTHR was 

reduced as less time was available for the low temperature reactions, but intake pressure and EGR acted as a counter to offset the 

effect of speed and provided control of LTHR and thus allowed expansion of the engine operating regime [28]. Elsewhere, in 

another HCCI study, auto-ignition and combustion characteristics for n-heptane and blends of n-heptane/ethanol were studied [29]. 

It was found that, as the ethanol addition was increased in the ethanol/n-heptane blend, the LTHR was suppressed and initial 

temperature corresponding to the cool flame reaction increases [29] and in another study by Waqas et al. it was shown that the 
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addition of ethanol into the base fuels leads to radical scavenging effect and therefore LTHR was reduced [30]. The blends of 

ethanol/n-heptane were also tested experimentally and numerically  under boosted HCCI conditions by Vuilleumier et al [31]. The 

focus of that study was to understand the intermediate temperature heat release rate (ITHR). A good agreement between the 

experiments and simulations was found and the key reaction pathways contributing to ITHR were identified [31]. Vuilleumier et 

al [32] also investigated the fuel composition effect on the heat release characteristics using Primary Reference Fuels (PRFs) under 

HCCI conditions and found that the magnitude and the duration of LTHR decreased as the octane number of PRFs increased. This 

is consistent with the findings of Truedsson et al [33], where it was shown that maximum LTHR was detected with lower Primary 

Reference Fuel (PRF) fuel. Vuilleumier et al [32] showed that the maximum amount of LTHR was observed with highest intake 

pressure. In summary, there has been a considerable amount of work done in SI and HCCI combustion modes to understand the 

auto-ignition behavior of gasoline-like fuels [21, 22, 32, 34].  

The full understanding of auto-ignition behavior of the fuels still remains to be a challenge. During the auto-ignition process, the 

low temperature heat release (LTHR) can provide initial insight on the fuel’s auto-ignition behavior, something which is difficult 

to capture during propagating flame combustion due to the extensive heat release from the propagating flame. As highlighted above 

in the literature, very few studies have been able to measure the presence of LTHR during flame propagation in SI combustion. 

Currently, standard RON and MON tests using the Cooperative Fuel Research (CFR) engine are used for the octane rating of the 

fuels and these tests do not provide any information about the LTHR which is known to be present during both octane testing and 

in modern SI engines. The purpose of this study is to highlight a strategy to detect LTHR in the standard CFR engine. In order to 

achieve this, the CFR engine was operated under stoichiometric conditions with the engine speed of 600 rpm. Experiments were 

conducted under RON-like conditions but with a late spark timing (20 °aTDC) which allowed for LTHR prior to the start of normal 

spark-driven flame propagation with high enough compression ratio settings. Alternatively, it has been highlighted in the literature 

that HCCI combustion, which is conducted under a lean environment could be used to understand low and high temperature 

reactions. There has been a considerable amount of work done in the literature to propose a fuel rating method for HCCI combustion 

[35-37]. Recently, it was shown by Trudesson et al [37] that the Lund-Chevron HCCI fuel number was a useful parameter to 

describe the fuel auto-ignition behavior in HCCI combustion. 

 

In order to explore if HCCI combustion could be linked with SI auto-ignition behavior, HCCI experiments were also conducted at 

the same operating conditions as the late spark timing tests. Three fuel blends consisting of iso-octane/n-heptane, toluene/n-heptane 

and ethanol/n-heptane were tested. The intake pressure and temperature was varied to understand their effect on the compression 

ratio required to locate the center of the LTHR at top dead center (TDC).   

 

 

 

 

Test Fuels and operating conditions  

Three RON 90 fuel blends were selected for this study. N-heptane was selected as a base fuel and iso-octane, toluene and ethanol 

were used as the high octane components to obtain a RON of 90 for each fuel. Table 1 illustrates the percentage of iso-octane, 

toluene and ethanol added to n-heptane. Appendix C illustrates some of the physical properties of the three blends.  

Table 1 : RON 90 binary fuel blends used in this study 
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 Low reactivity fuel High reactivity fuel 

Fuels N-heptane (Vol %) Ethanol (Vol %) Toluene (Vo %) Iso-octane (Vol %) 

Iso-octane/n-heptane 10 0 0 90 

Toluene/n-heptane 29.5 0 70.5 0 

Ethanol/n-heptane 45 55 0 0 

 

Table 2 shows the operating conditions of the CFR test engine for which the three fuel blends were tested in SI operating conditions.  

An intake pressure sweep was conducted for all the four intake air/fuel temperatures. It was not possible to capture all these data 

points for some of the fuel blends. This was due to the perceived compression ratio limitation in the engine hardware based on the 

ASTM test methods [15, 16]. The HCCI tests were also conducted at the same pressure and temperature conditions as shown for 

SI combustion.  Not all the data points will be illustrated in the paper, but a selection of the data points are such that only the main 

story behind the HCCI testing is highlighted. The rest of the results are shown in Appendix-A.  

Table 2: Matrix showing the operating Conditions for SI and HCCI combustion 

 

Experimental Set up    

The CFR engine used in this investigation was based on the standard CFR F1 RON rating engine, with some minor 

modifications. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the standard CFR engine, which was operated at 600 rpm. Instead of being naturally 

aspirated, the intake air was fed by a filtered and dried screw-type facilities air compressor. The intake pressure was controlled by 

an Alicat Scientific MCR-500LPM mass flow controller.  A thin-walled 6” diameter intake transfer tube used in the standard CFR 

engine was replaced by a thicker-walled pipe with the same diameter and similar length.  To be able to use the standard carburetor 

and adjustable-height equilibrium fuel bowls, the carburetor breather holes were connected to a 6” diameter transfer tube to equalize 

pressure.  For near stoichiometric operation, the standard carburetor horizontal and vertical fuel jets were used.  However, smaller 

horizontal jets were made for lean (near lambda 3) HCCI operation. The standard MON mixture air temperature heater, mounted 

downstream of the carburetor, was used to control the temperature of the air and fuel entering the intake port. The standard knock 

meter was replaced by a flush-mounted Kistler 6045-AU20 pressure transducer to acquire the pressure data.  
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Figure 1 : Schametic of CFR engine 

 

Data processing and analysis 

The results shown in this paper are based on three different test protocols. Two of the tests were based on SI combustion: standard 

RON test (ASTM D2699), RON test with late spark timing and the third was on HCCI combustion. The standard RON test was 

operated with peak knocking lambda (0.88-0.89) , RON test with late spark at stoichiometry conditions and whereas HCCI was at 

an excess air ratio of three. The HCCI engine operating conditions were based on the compression ratios required to achieve a 

CA50 (crank angle of 50% fuel mass fraction burned) of 3 crank angle degrees after top dead center (°aTDC). This method follows 

the Lund-Chevron HCCI fuel number, which was used to describe the auto-ignition behavior of fuels in lean conditions [37]. The 

use of the Lund-Chevron HCCI fuel number was based on the work done by Trudesson et al. [37]. There are various HCCI rating 

proposals suggested by the other researchers in the literature [27, 35, 36, 38, 39] to understand the auto-ignition behavior of the 

fuels in lean combustion but according to Trudesson et al., who did a comparison study of different HCCI rating methods and 

showed that the Lund-Chevron HCCI fuel number was a well-suited parameter to describe the auto-ignition behavior of fuels in 

HCCI combustion [37]. The standard RON test will be referred as RON, RON test with late spark timing as late-SI strategy and 

HCCI combustion as HCCI fuel number strategy for the remainder of this paper. 

 

The auto-ignition characteristics of the fuels in the RON test was investigated using the test protocols defined by ASTM D2699 

[16]. In the case of late-SI strategy experiments, the engine was operated under RON-like conditions except that the lambda was 

set at stoichiometric and the compression ratio was increased until the maximum of the LTHR occurred at TDC, while spark timing 

was set to 20°aTDC. At the preliminary stage of performing the experiments, it was found that by delaying the spark timing, it was 

possible to observe the LTHR near -stoichiometric conditions, where otherwise under normal SI spark timings that is not possible. 

A spark timing sweep was performed from -5°aTDC to 25°aTDC with intervals of 5 CAD, and it was found that 20°aTDC was the 

latest spark timing possible while maintaining stable combustion conditions. While choosing the optimum value for the spark 

timing, it was verified that an adequate amount of LTHR could be observed, from beginning to end before the start of propagating 

flame combustion. The knockmeter used in the standard RON test was replaced by the pressure transducer to capture the cylinder 

pressure data for the late spark timing and HCCI experiments. The heat release analysis reported here is based on the cylinder 

pressure information extracted from the Kistler cylinder pressure transducer. For each of the fuel blends tested, 300 pressure cycles 

were recorded. The heat release analysis was based on individual cycles and the reported figures are based on average heat release 

over the 300 cycles. First law of thermodynamic were used to derive the rate of heat release which was expressed as a function of 

in-cylinder pressure, volume and ratio of specific heat (gamma). Details about the heat release analysis are shown in Appendix-B. 

The cylinder temperature was estimated by the ideal gas law and the intake valve closure (IVC) conditions. For both SI and HCCI, 
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the parameters such as ratio of specific heats, IVC temperature, compression ratio and etc. were tuned to set the correct in-cylinder 

conditions for the heat release analysis. For the data analysis shown here, the temperature at IVC was estimated using the residual 

gas model described by Heywood [40] and the simplified IVC temperature equation derived by Nikkar et al [41]. Estimating the 

IVC temperatures involves understanding the complex interaction between the valve lift profiles and the pulsating flows in both 

the intake and exhaust ports, and an accurate prediction of residuals [42]. There has been a considerable amount of work in the 

literature which has been done to have an accurate estimation of residuals which are linked to IVC temperatures [43-49]. The two 

practical methods involved in the estimation of residuals are direct sampling of carbon dioxide and three point pressure analysis in 

the intake, cylinder, and exhaust [42]. As described earlier in the introduction, the low-temperature regime is defined as Low 

temperature heat release (LTHR) and typically occurs at temperatures from 600 to 800 K [3]. The main auto-ignition (HTHR) does 

not occur instantaneously for both single-stage and two-stage combustion [50]. The intermediate temperature heat release (ITHR) 

is present in both single and two-stage combustion and typically occurs around 950-1050 K [51]. Some of the studies used negative 

temperature Coefficient (NTC) to define the region between the low and high temperature regime [5, 10, 11] , and for some ITHR 

was used instead [32].  In short, it is difficult to come up with general definitions for these heat release rates (ITHR or NTC). As 

far as this study is concerned, the characteristics described in Figure 2 will be followed for the rest of the paper. 

  

 

a)                                                                                                b) 

 

c) 

Figure 2 (a, b and c): Definitions of pre-reactions (LTHR, ITHR and NTC) and main heat release (HTHR) 
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In this study, two definitions have been used for the exothermic pre-reactions or early heat release occurring before the main heat 

release (HTHR). Figure 2a shows the rate of heat release for one of the fuel blends tested in this study with regions of LTHR and 

HTHR. Figure 2 b, c illustrates the two definitions for the early heat release. Figure 2b shows the part of early heat release 

comprising Low temperature heat release (LTHR) and Negative temperature coefficient (NTC) with red region showing the 

reduction in the rate of heat release. The start of combustion (open circle) is defined as the rising point of LTHR bump with a 

threshold of 0.2 J/CAD. This value was selected to avoid any noise effect which would lead to wrong start of combustion. The 

region of LTHR was defined from the start of combustion to the minimum LTHR (square): the ending of LTHR bump. A threshold 

value of 5 J/CAD was defined for the main heat release to capture a well-established main heat release (HTHR) and to keep it 

separate from the intermediate-temperature regime. Figure 2c shows the second definition of early heat release in a single-stage 

combustion. In this scenario, no LTHR was found and the pre-reactions occurring before the main heat release were defined by 

early heat release. Trudesson et al. also used somewhat similar definition to identify the early heat release as ITHR [2]. A gaussian 

curve having a normal distribution was used for the main heat release instead of using a threshold of 5J/CAD [2]. The main reason 

behind the choice of second definition was due to single-stage combustion. It was found that fuels with high octane numbers when 

tested at high engine speeds and intake temperatures tend to reduce LTHR and in some cases, no LTHR is found [2]. 

 

Results  

 

Three test: standard RON, late-SI and HCCI fuel number  

 

The previous section highlighted the method for quantifying the LTHR and HTHR. This section will now focus on using the heat 

release analysis to describe the auto-ignition behavior of the fuel bends under various operating conditions. Figure 3 illustrates the 

rate of heat release (ROHR) for PRF 90 during a standard RON test in the CFR engine, which was operated at 600 rpm and intake 

pressure and temperature of 1.0 bar and 52°C, respectively. Only the high temperature heat release (HTHR) was detected and the 

low temperature reactions (LTHR) were difficult to distinguish because of the heat release from the propagating flame. The spark 

timing (ST) for the standard RON test was 13°bTDC.  

 

Figure 3 : Rate of heat release for PRF 90 in the standard RON test. 

With the late-SI strategy (20°aTDC), pre-spark heat release (PSHR) or LTHR was detected as shown in the Figure 4. To author’s 

knowledge there is only few studies which have reported the occurrence of pre-spark heat release or LTHR before the main heat 

release [21, 22, 52, 53]. Many of the studies have also highlighted the significance of LTHR in understanding knock occurrence 
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[54-58]. In a study by Spiltter et al. it was concluded that most probably LTHR is present in the end gas region of SI combustion 

and it is quite challenging to capture those reactions with conventional pressure-based diagnostics [53]. In the same study, it was 

also found that the pre-spark conditions help to mitigate knock with more advanced knock-limited combustion phasing provided 

the fuel exhibits significant NTC behavior [53]. Szybist et al. also showed the presence of LTHR before spark in SI combustion 

but highlighted that in the literature very few researchers have been able to explore these low temperature reactions [21]. With 

respect to chemical kinetic simulation, Miyoshi. conducted a zero dimensional knock simulation using Chemkin Pro with five-

component gasoline surrogate [58]. An effort was made to perform the simulations at three engine speeds (600, 900 and 1500 rpm) 

but it was found that zero-dimensional calculations cannot appropriately represent the real engine conditions (1500 rpm) [58]. At 

600 rpm using the torque curves as a function of ignition timing and compression ratio, it was found that the low temperature 

oxidations reactions help to advance the knock limit [58]. With the use of late-SI spark strategy, the presence of low temperature 

reactions was successfully detected which as highlighted in the literature could be difficult to distinguish from the propagating 

flame. With late spark timing, the rate of heat release for the main heat release (HTHR) decreased significantly when compared to 

the RON test. This was due to the drop of cylinder pressure with late-SI spark strategy.    

 

Figure 4 : Heat release rate for PRF 90 with late spark timing 

Having detected the LTHR in SI combustion using the late-SI spark strategy, the effect of lambda on LTHR was investigated by 

comparing the heat release rate at stoichiometric and lean conditions. Figure 5 shows a comparison between the heat release rate 

for PRF 90 for both late-SI spark strategy (stoichiometry) and HCCI fuel number strategy (lambda = 3). The HCCI combustion 

also shows the presence of LTHR. Therefore, either by using the late-SI strategy or running HCCI in the standard CFR engine, it 

is possible to detect low temperature reactions. When comparing lean combustion (HCCI) to stoichiometric (SI) operating 

conditions, the rate of main heat release (HTHR) was higher for HCCI. Many HCCI studies using the CFR engine and CHEMKIN 

PRO 0-D simulation tool, showed the presence of LTHR, which was found to be a function of intake pressure, intake temperature, 

fuel composition and octane number of the fuel tested [2, 30, 33, 59]. Specifically for PRF 90, Truedsson et. al. showed maximum 

LTHR occurring at low inlet air temperature, with LTHR diminishing for increasing inlet temperature [33]. In another study by 

Truedsson et al, it was also shown that with increasing engine speed, the LTHR was suppressed [2]. These studies were conducted 

[2, 33] on a modified CFR engine using port fuel injection. In summary, there exists a considerable amount of literature on HCCI 

combustion from both the experimental and modelling point of view, where parameters affecting the LTHR are discussed. The 

linking of LTHR effects in HCCI with the end-gas auto-ignition of SI could provide an alternative path to understand the knocking 

behavior in SI engines. In the next sub-section, the effect of intake pressure and temperature on the LTHR observed in 

stoichiometric late-SI and lean HCCI combustion modes will be discussed and compared.  
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Figure 5 : Heat release rate for PRF 90 with late-SI and HCCI combustion modes. 

Pressure/temperature effects on the LTHR for late-SI and HCCI combustion modes  

The effect of lambda on LTHR was investigated for a range of intake pressures and temperatures. From the literature survey, it was 

obvious that at low intake temperatures, the magnitude of LTHR was higher. Therefore the discussion on this section was restricted 

to low intake temperatures of 52°C and 80°C. The remaining results are shown in the Appendix A. Figure 6 illustrates the heat 

release rate for the three RON 90 fuels selected for this study (PRF 90, Toluene/heptane and Ethanol/heptane blends) at different 

intake pressures. Apart from the effects of intake pressure and temperature, there were other important LTHR observation related 

to the three fuel blends investigated. With the maximum intake pressure (1.3 bar), the magnitude of LTHR was the highest for all 

three fuel blends at both intake temperatures (52°C and 80°C). As the pressure decreased from 1.3 bar to 0.9 bar, the LTHR was 

suppressed. For the ethanol/heptane blend at the 52°C intake temperature and 1.3 bar intake pressure, knock limited conditions ( 

pressure rise rate was about 3 bar/CAD) for the main heat release were observed while increasing the compression ratio to align 

the peak of LTHR at TDC. It is expected that if the knock-limited conditions would not have existed, the ethanol/heptane blend 

would have shown the highest LTHR.  

Among the three fuels tested, the fuel sensitivity for PRF 90 (S = RON-MON =0) was minimum whereas for ethanol/heptane and 

toluene/heptane, it was 9.3 and 11.1 respectively. With zero sensitivity, PRF 90 showed the maximum LTHR whereas for the other 

two blends, the LTHR was suppressed.     
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a)                                                                                                b) 

  

c)                                                                                                    d ) 

  

e)                                                                                                     f ) 

Figure 6 : Rate of heat release for PRF 90 (a,b), toluene/heptane (c,d), and ethanol/heptane (e,f) under late-SI strategy 

In order to investigate if intake conditions had similar effects on LTHR between stoichiometric late-SI and lean HCCI, intake 

pressure was varied for each of the fuels under HCCI combustion and the resulting rates of heat release are shown in Figure 7.  
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a)                                                                                                b) 

 

c) 

Figure 7 : Heat release rate for PRF 90 (a), Toluene/heptane (b), and Ethanol/Heptane (c) for HCCI fuel strategy 

For HCCI combustion, it can be observed from Figure 7 that as the intake pressure was decreased, the LTHR was similarly 

suppressed as in the late-SI tests. Based on the definitions of heat release described in the data processing section, the two blends 

of iso-octane/heptane and toluene/heptane possess significant NTC behavior. The NTC behavior was more pronounced at high 

intake pressures. As the intake pressure decreased, LTHR behavior was no longer detectable (along with the NTC characteristics). 

For the ethanol/heptane blend, no LTHR was observed. The pressure effect observed in HCCI combustion on LTHR was similar 

to late-SI combustion at both intake temperatures of 52°C and 80°C (Figure 6). In comparison to late-SI, it could be observed that 

under lean combustion conditions (HCCI), the magnitude of LTHR was less compared to stoichiometric conditions. Qualitatively, 

the effects of intake conditions on LTHR were the same.  
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a)                                                                                                b) 

 

c) 

Figure 8 : Heat release rate for PRF 90 (a), Toluene/heptane (b), and Ethanol/Heptane (c) with different intake temperatures 

under late-SI strategy  

This section will now address the effect of intake temperature on the LTHR in the late-SI experiments. It could be observed from 

Figure 8 that with the increase in intake temperature, the LTHR was suppressed. This was true for all the three fuel blends. Both 

the parameters, intake pressure and temperature, showed similar reduction effect on the LTHR. In a study by Szybist et al and 

Splitter et al, it was found that by increasing the intake temperature, the magnitude of LTHR increased [21, 53]. Further to this 

observation, Splitter et al. found that the increase in the LTHR only occurred for initial increase in the intake temperature (40°C to 

120°C) but with further increase (130°C to180°C), the LTHR decreased [53]. In short, the observations from the late-SI strategy 

shows that the suppression of LTHR with increasing temperature is to some extent consistent with the literature.  
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a)                                                                                                b) 

 

c) 

Figure 9 : Heat release rate for PRF 90 (a), Toluene/heptane (b), and Ethanol/Heptane (c) with different intake temperatures 

under HCCI combustion  

The effect of intake temperature on LTHR was further extended to HCCI lean combustion. Figure 9 illustrates the heat release rate 

for the three fuel bends under HCCI conditions. Consistent with late-SI, it could be observed that LTHR was suppressed with 

increasing intake temperature. At low intake temperatures, the LTHR and NTC regions were dominant but as the temperature 

increased, the early heat release had no LTHR before entering to HTHR. For the fuel blends: PRF 90 and Toluene/heptane, it was 

observed that the LTHR shifted earlier with the increase in the intake temperature. In another HCCI study by Trudesson et al. it 

was also found that with the increase in the intake temperature, the LTHR shifted earlier [33, 60]. Similar HCCI observations 

regarding the heat release (LTHR and NTC) was found for late-SI tests (Figure 8). Therefore it could be concluded that the 

qualitative similarity in the pressure and temperature effects on LTHR exists between the two combustion modes: SI and HCCI. 

This also implies that HCCI combustion might be able to explain the SI auto-ignition behavior to some extent.  

Characterization of LTHR using Pressure-Temperature (P-T) trajectories  

Although stoichiometric late-SI and lean HCCI were operated under different thermodynamic conditions (i.e. equivalence ratio, 

in-cylinder pressure/temperature), there exists a similarity that the auto-ignition in both the combustion modes is fundamentally 
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controlled by chemical kinetics [61, 62]. The SI knock represented by the RON and MON tests only covers two operating conditions 

and are represented by two different pressure-temperature (P-T) trajectories [62]. The RON trajectory, with lower temperature at a 

given pressure, is suspected to cover operating conditions which result in LTHR. Whereas the MON trajectory, with higher 

temperature at a given pressure, is believed to avoid LTHR behavior [62]. Modern SI engines are operating at beyond RON 

conditions in which the pressure is greater for a given temperature even more than the RON P-T trajectory and such conditions are 

more prone to LTHR. The RON test in the CFR engine do not fully represent the knocking behavior for modern SI engines. Mixture 

dilution (lean operation) helps to avoid knock, and at the same time it is possible to determine the effect of parameters such as 

intake pressure, temperature, speed and etc. on the SI end-gas auto-ignition using HCCI combustion [63]. In order to further explore 

the LTHR behavior for the fuel blends tested, Figure 10 shows pressure-temperature trajectories for PRF 90 fuel tested in both late-

SI and HCCI combustion mode with the plot on the right side amplified with the LTHR region. In the study by Tao et al and Szybist 

et al. experimental study comprising thermodynamic P-T trajectories and simulated ignition delay island were used to understand 

the fuel auto-ignition behavior [21, 61].   

 

a)                                                                                                b) 

 

c) 

Figure 10 (a,b,c): Pressure-temperature trajectories for PRF 90 in both late-SI and HCCI combustion mode. 

The operating conditions in Figure 10 (a, b) were kept same with an intake pressure of 1.0 bar and temperature of 52oC for 

comparison purposes. The three points defined on the two trajectories shows the region of LTHR, with circle showing the start of 
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combustion, triangle showing the maximum LTHR and the square highlighting the end of LTHR. More details about these three 

points are discussed in the data processing section. The two trajectories did not overlap with each other and this was due to different 

intake valve closure (IVC) conditions in the SI-late and HCCI experiments. The two trajectories behaved somewhat similar at the 

beginning with low temperature reactions occurring at about 670 K. With the increase in the in-cylinder pressure- temperature, the 

two trajectories behaved significantly different as SI was burning while expanding. The exhaust temperature in SI was about three 

times higher in degree Celsius than observed in HCCI leading to an IVC temperature difference of 53 K between the two 

trajectories. The IVC temperature was estimated using the residual gases and they differ significantly between the two combustion 

modes due to different combustion phasing and compression ratio. In addition to the two trajectories at 52oC, HCCI trajectory for 

80oC was also plotted on Figure 10 c. It could be observed that for higher intake temperature, the gap between the two trajectories 

are reduced and it is expected that with the same IVC temperatures the SI-late and HCCI trajectories would overlap. With the 

increase in the intake temperature for HCCI, the LTHR will be suppressed as observed in Figure 7 and at the same time, increasing 

the intake pressure for SI could also help to match the trajectories. In short, same IVC temperatures is the key to link HCCI with 

SI combustion. Previous studies using pressure-temperature trajectories also based the estimation of cylinder temperature on IVC 

temperature [21, 53, 62]. During the time of data analysis, an accurate estimation of IVC was found to be key in terms of linking 

the HCCI low temperature reactions with the end-gas of SI engines.  

Figure 11 illustrates SI and HCCI P-T trajectories with the resolution of  1 CAD and 4 CAD between the data points : black (HCCI) 

and red (SI) circles. The compression ratio for HCCI was 14.9:1, whereas for late-SI, it was about 6.95:1. The 2-D representation 

of Figure 11 shows that the total time (i.e.CAD) spent by the LTHR in SI was greater than HCCI, with more red circles found 

between the start of LTHR and end of LTHR as defined earlier in Figure 3. It was also observed that the start of LTHR would 

probably match if the two trajectories collapse over each other but close observation of the data showed that the higher compression 

ratio in HCCI combustion would result in less black circles during compression stroke when compared to SI. This indicates that in 

order to reach the same P-T data point ( i.e. the start of LTHR), there would be less time (CAD) spend during the compression 

stroke in HCCI than SI. In order to decrease the time spend in HCCI to match the P-T data point, the engine speed in HCCI would 

need to be increased as an alternative option. The effect of engine speed will be explored in future studies. 

 

 

a)                                                                                                b) 

Figure 11 : Pressure-Temperature trajectories for SI and HCCI with 1 CAD (a) and 4 CAD (b) resolution 
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Discussion  

The research on this paper was a first attempt in the standard CFR engine to use late-SI strategy to introduce LTHR under 

stoichiometric conditions and compare the trends with HCCI combustion. Many studies have highlighted the role of LTHR in 

understanding the SI auto-ignition and knock [21, 22, 53, 62]. At the same time, some studies have highlighted that HCCI 

combustion, which can fully characterize LTHR, NTC and HTHR regions could possibly provide an alternative path to understand 

knock in modern SI engines [61, 63]. One purpose of this study was to link the LTHR effects in SI combustion with HCCI 

combustion. Three fuel blends: PRF 90, toluene/heptane and ethanol/heptane were tested in both the SI and HCCI combustion 

modes. The results highlight that HCCI combustion could replicate the LTHR effects observed with the SI-late strategy on 

qualitative sense. In reference to Figure 6 about the effect of intake pressure on LTHR in the literature, Szybist et al. conducted a 

combined experimental and chemical kinetic simulation study to understand the knock propensity of fuels under various intake 

pressures (pressure was allowed to slightly vary with temperature to maintain constant airflow) and temperatures [21]. The 

experiments were conducted under SI mode with spark timing adjusted to achieve the required knock limited spark advance (KLSA) 

[21]. The heat release analysis from the experimental pressure data and the overlaying of experimental pressure-temperature 

trajectories over the fuel reactivity maps obtained from the simulations confirmed that the LTHR was present under the most 

boosted conditions (maximum intake pressure of 180 kPa) [21]. Elsewhere, in another study two different scenarios with constant 

backpressure and varying the intake temperature and vice versa was considered and it was found that an increase in both the 

backpressure and intake temperature lead to the occurrence of LTHR [64]. The pressure effect was observed to be more dominant 

than the temperature [64]. This shows that the observations from Figure 6 and 7 are consistent with the expected effects of intake 

pressure and temperature on LTHR from the literature. Further related to the role of fuel sensitivity on LTHR, it has been shown 

by Szybist et al. that the magnitude of LTHR was a function of octane sensitivity (S= RON-MON) of the fuel [21]. For Iso-octane 

having zero octane sensitivity (S=0), the LTHR was maximum and with the increasing octane sensitivity (gasoline: S = 6.5, E40: 

S = 12), the LTHR decreased [21]. In another study of Szybist et al. it was concluded that it is not always the fuel properties (RON, 

MON, S) but fuel specific variations play a vital role in the occurrence of LTHR [62]. With two fuels (aromatic and E30) having 

about the same octane sensitivities (S =10.5-10.8), LTHR was only observed for aromatic fuel [62]. These observations from the 

literature are somewhat similar to our findings on Figure 6.  

Comparing SI with HCCI , Szybist et al. conducted experimental SI study and compared with the HCCI literature and it was 

highlighted that similar LTHR and ITHR effects exist between lean (lambda > 2.5 ) and stoichiometric SI (lambda =1) [21] and is 

consistent with the observations in Figure 6 and Figure 7. As described earlier in the introduction an HCCI study by Vuilleumier 

et al. showed that with the increase in the intake pressure, the magnitude of LTHR increased [32]. Further HCCI studies in the 

literature from Dec and Magnus et al [64, 65] have also shown that it is not entirely true that LTHR or ITHR is only a function of 

intake pressure. They tested gasoline with RON = 90.7 and S = 7.6 and found that by increasing the intake pressure, the ITHR was 

enhanced [66] but in the case of ethanol (RON = 107, S= 18 )[65] , the HTHR did not translate into ITHR or LTHR with the 

increase in the pressure. With no LTHR present with ethanol/heptane blend on Figure 7, the results reported here are consistent 

with the HCCI literature findings. In short, the observations from the experiments conducted and the literature review suggest that 

the occurrence of LTHR phenomena depends mainly on two factors, fuels composition and operating conditions of the engine.  

The other important significance of this work was that the standard Cooperative Fuel Research (CFR) engine could be used to 

characterize fuel effects in these two combustion modes. As identified in the introduction and while discussing results, there are a 

number of studies in the literature using P-T trajectories to understand LTHR effects by varying engine operating conditions such 

as intake temperature, pressure and by using different fuel properties like RON, MON and Sensitivity (RON-MON). Most of these 

SI studies were using modern SI engines with fixed compression ratio. To the authors’ knowledge, this was the first time LTHR 
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was characterized in the standard Cooperative Fuel Research (CFR) engine under stoichiometric conditions using a late-SI strategy 

and increased compression ratio. The presence of LTHR in this study highlights that the standard RON and MON tests have 

limitations in detecting these low temperature reactions. There exists a link between LTHR and knock [53] and the purpose of 

using the standard CFR engine was to highlight its significance, given that it is conventionally used for the knock rating of fuels in 

SI engines. On the other hand, this study has successfully demonstrated that the standard CFR engine is fully capable of running 

HCCI combustion with minor modifications (to accommodate high intake pressures) without significantly changing the hardware 

as described by the ASTM methods [15, 16]. The use of cylinder pressure-temperature trajectories provides useful information in 

understanding the auto-ignition behavior of the fuels, which show compression, combustion and expansion. The P-T trajectories 

for late-SI and HCCI fuel number strategy did not overlapped over each other. This led to believe that the HCCI combustion cannot 

be used as an alternative path to understand the end-gas region of SI using the standard CFR engine but this was not entirely true. 

The HCCI experiments were conducted with CA50 of 3oaTDC and SI experiments with maximum LTHR aligned at TDC. In order 

to have a better comparison, it would be more appropriate to have the same combustion phasing for the LTHR heat release analysis. 

Furthermore, in order to collapse the P-T trajectories for the two combustion modes over each other, it would be important to have 

same IVC temperatures. As highlighted in the data processing section, estimating IVC temperature is a complex problem, and a 

twofold strategy will be adopted for future tests. Experimental hardware will be modified to accommodate the high intake pressures, 

but careful consideration will be required with the carburetor system which might not be able to operate at very high pressures. At 

the same time, numerical simulations using GT-Power software will be used to estimate the IVC temperatures. The authors believe 

that the IVC temperatures reported here can be even better predicted. Apart from parameters such as intake pressure, intake 

temperature and lambda, there was another important parameter, compression ratio between the two combustion modes. The 

required compression ratio for SI and HCCI were not same and hence this also changed residual gas concentration.     

Conclusions  

An experimental study using three RON 90 blends was conducted in the standard CFR engine to investigate if it was possible to 

detect the low temperature heat release (LTHR) of a stoichiometric mixture. Following are the conclusions based on experimental 

observations: 

1. The use of a late-SI strategy clearly indicated that low temperature reactions are present under stoichiometric conditions, 

including in the end-gas of SI combustion.  

2. Alternative to late-SI strategy, HCCI combustion also provides a platform to detect and understand low temperature 

reactions. Qualitatively, the effect of lambda on LTHR was found to be similar between the two combustion modes.  

3. Maximum LTHR could be observed with the boosted intake pressures and low intake temperatures. This was found to 

be true for both the stoichiometric and lean conditions.  

4. The Intake Valve Closure (IVC) temperature and combustion phasing was found to be critical parameters in determining 

if HCCI combustion can be linked to understand the LTHR occurrence with late-SI strategy.  
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Appendix A  

 

 

a)                                                                                                b) 

 

 c)  

Figure A1: Rate of heat release for PRF 90 (a) and ethanol/heptane (b,c) under late-SI strategy 

 

Appendix B 

Heat release analysis: [40, 59, 67-69]  

For the three blends, pressure data for 300 cycles were used for the heat release analysis. A pressure filtering process is applied to 

the data to make the traces smooth.  Both the motored and firing traces were used for the analysis. The first law heat release analysis 

is used to derive the equation A shown below: -  

First law heat release can be given by: 

𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝜃𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
=

𝛾

𝛾 − 1

𝑃𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝜃
+

1

𝛾 − 1

𝑉𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝜃
(𝐴) 

Equation A refers to the apparent heat release. A Matlab code is written which helps to calculate the rate of apparent heat release.  
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The ratio of specific heat (𝛾) is estimated using a linear relation and is given by :-  

𝛾 = 𝛾𝑜 −
𝑇𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 − 300

1000
. 𝑘(𝐵) 

Following are the values used for both motored and combustion cases: -  

 𝛾𝑜 k 

Motored 1.40 0.07 

Combustion 1.37 0.05 

 

The heat release was tuned for both motored and combustion pressure traces. For the motored trace, the tuning was performed to 

make sure that the heat release is close to zero as much as possible.  

Heat transfer to the walls is based on the Woschini analysis. It is given by: 

ℎ = 131 × (𝐵𝑜𝑟𝑒)−0.2 × 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒0.8 × 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒−0.55𝑤0.8 

Where 

𝑤 (𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦) = 𝐶1 × 2.28 × 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 + 𝐶2 × 3.24 × 10−3 ×
𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑑

𝑉𝐼𝑉𝐶
× (

𝑃𝑓𝑖𝑟 − 𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑡

𝑃𝐼𝑉𝐶
) × 𝑇𝐼𝑉𝐶 

Where 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 were constants and tuned such that the heat release was close to zero for the motoring cases. 

 𝑉𝐼𝑉𝐶  , 𝑃𝐼𝑉𝐶  and 𝑇𝐼𝑉𝐶   = volume, pressure and temperature in the cylinder when the inlet valve closes. 𝑇𝐼𝑉𝐶 was assumed to be equal 

to inlet air temperature. 𝑃𝐼𝑉𝐶 was obtained from the experimental pressure data.  

𝑃𝑓𝑖𝑟  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑡 = Burnt pressure and motored pressure trace  

The heat release loss is given by: 

𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝜃 ℎ𝑡
= ℎ × 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 × (𝑇𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 − 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙) 

The temperature of the walls was assumed to be equal to the coolant temperature and was assumed to be 370 K.  

𝑇𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 =  
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟  𝑥 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟  𝑥 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝐼𝑉𝐶  

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝐼𝑉𝐶  𝑥 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝐼𝑉𝐶
 

The net heat released in a cycle is the sum of the considered values: 

𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝜃
=

𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝜃𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
+

𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝜃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
 

The crevices and blow by losses were assumed to be negligible in this calculations.  
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Appendix C  

 

Fuel blends RON MON 

Latent heat of 

evaporation 

(kJ/kg) 

Molecular 

weight 

(g/mol) 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

Lower 

heating 

value 

(MJ/kg) 

Stoichiometric 

air/fuel ratio 

Iso-octane/n-

heptane 
90 90 312.74 112.67 691.20 44.34 15.14 

Toluene/n-

heptane 
89.3 78.2 400.31 

 

94.02 

 

811.61 41.58 13.94 

Ethanol/n-

heptane 
89.7 80.4 688.52 

 

59.38 

 

741.75 35.38 11.58 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


